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V» 
SUMMARY The brightness of the radiation emitted by an ultrarelativistic e-beam 
passing through a magnetic undulator is sensitive to the beam quality (namely, energy 
spread and emittances) and to the undulator characteristics (i.e., possible random 
errors both in intensity and direction of magnetization, etc.). We analyse the 
spectrum distortion induced by the above effects and discuss the possibility of using 
the undulator radiation as a diagnostic tool. Finally, we also study the importance 
of near-field effects when the radiation is detected unfocussed off-axis and how they 
can combine with the effects induced by the beam emittances to produce a larger 
on-axis inhomogeneous broadening. 

RIASSUNTO La brillanza spettrale della radiazione emessa da un fascio di elettroni 
ultrarelativistico in moto in un ondulatore magnetico dipendono sia dalle 
caratteristiche del fascio medesimo che da quelle dell'ondulatore. In questo lavoro 
•1 analizzono le distorsioni indotte dai parametri di cui sopra e si discutono la 
possibilità di utilizzare la radiazione da ondulatore come mezzo diagnostico. Infine 
si discute gli effetti di "campo vicino", quando la radiazione viene raccolta fuori 
asse, e come tali effetti si combinano con quelli indotti dalle emittanze determina 
un allargamento inomogeneo maggiore. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The spectral properties of the radiation emitted by an "ideal" e-beam passing 

through an "Ideal" undulator magnet are generally well understood. Several papers and 

review articles describing various properties of this radiation have, indeed, been 

presented during the last twenty years (1-8). The treatment of the above-quoted 

papers is, however, limited in various respects. 

We should first mention that by "ideal" e-beam and undulator magnet we mean a 

aonoenergetic beam without angular and spatial distributions and an undulator with an 

Infinite number of periods and with field components given, e.g., by 

B.(o.B..i.(^5).o). (...) 

The above assumptions make the problem analytically tractable and yield 

approximate results for the spectral intensity. However, in some cases, non-general 

approximations may lead to large errors when the analysis is applied to off-axis 

emission from low-period undulators (see below and the remarks by Tatchyn and Qadri 

in Ref.[9]). Serious efforts have only recently been undertaken to include the 

effects of energy spread and emittance which may dramatically change the spectral 

features. Another important point, usually forgotten, is that real-life undulators 

nay have a field pattern significantly different from that of Eq. (1.1) due, e.g., to 

random errors both in field intensity and magnetization direction. The electron 

trajectory may therefore be nonperiodic. The integration must proceed numerically 

over all the undulator periods and, for large N, the computer time can become 

prohibitively long. In all the above-cited papers, the futher approximation has been 

made that the distance between the source and the observer is large compared to the 

undulator length ("far-field" (FF) case). Although analytical results can be more 

easily obtained using the FF assumption, it is unessential for the numerical 

computations even though it continues to be used in more recent numerical analyses 

(9J. The method proposed by Kim [10] of calculating synchrotron radiation using the 

Wigner distribution is valid for both FF and near-field (NF) regimes. However, the 

results so far presented have been confined to the FF case. Walker [11] has 

emphasized the importance of NF effects when radiation is viewed directly (i.e., 

unfocussed) off-axis, even if the distance from the source is large compared to the 

undulator length, due to the variation in phase of radiation arriving from different 

pares of the undulator. The importance of the NF has also been stressed in Refs.[12] 

where it is pointed out that the NF may appreciably contribute to the on-axis 

emission if the e-beam has an angular divergence. 

It is clear from these introductory remarks that the spectral properties of 

undulator radiation are affected, sometimes dramatically, by different effects whose 

contributions cannot be easily separated. 

The possibility of having access to versatile software that permits ready 

computation of a wide range of spectral characteristics has, therefore, a manifold 

motivation. The users of undulator radiation are indeed interested in its detailed 

spectral features for specific applications in research problems. The users of an 

e-beam facility may exploit {lie synchrotron radiation as a diagnostic tool for the 

beam quality. A reliable computer code that allows the computation of the dependence 

of the radiated spectrum on the beam energy spread and emittanr.es becomes crucial for 

deriving the e-beam parameters from the experimental data. 

http://emittanr.es
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Finally, undulator designers and Manufacturers can utilize radiated spectra and 

relevant advanced software to test the undulator design and performance. 

Although we have started this section in a rather polemic way, almost denying 

the importance of the analytical computations of the undulator spectra, we must 

underline that the analytical method is still a guide for the more complete numerical 

analyses and a check of their correctness. 

In this paper we report the result of a numerical code presented in Refs.(12) 

and discuss the possibility of using the undulator radiation as a diagnostic tool. To 

make the paper self-consistent whenever possible, we devote Sec. 2 to heuristic 

considerations on the spectral characteristics and on the effects of the beam quality 

and the NF. 

2. A SIMPLE MtELIMINARY ANALYSIS 

The dynamics of an electron moving in an undulator magnet can be described 

using the classical Lorentz equation. To simplify the mathematics of the analysis, we 

first consider a helically polarized undulator whose field is represented by 

B-(Bx.B./.BI)-B0fcosf^zJ.sinf|^zJ.0J. (2.1) 

where B0 is the on-axis peak field and Au is the undulator wavelength. 

The Lcrentz force equations of motion are solved for one electron with field 

(2.1). The transverse velocity components ^-(v^/c.Vy/c.O) may be integrated 

trivially, over one undulator period, by noting that the force is a perfect time 

derivative. The result is 

,/, 1-K(C M(
2
IIZ).S,„(^Z).O). (2.2, 

where K-eB0Au/2«n*0c
2 is the undulator strength. 

Since 

the longitudinal velocity $t can be immediately inferred, substituting (2.2) in (2.3) 

and thus getting 

^ - [ l - ^ l •!<')]. (2.4) 

The spectral and angular profiles of undulator radiation are the result of an 

interference process of the radiation emitted at different "source points" in the 

undulator; therefore, radiation emitted in the forward direction (on-axis) from 

source points A and B separated by the magnet period Au will Interfere constructively 

when the path difference d between the wave fronts from A and B is an integer number 

of wavelengths, namely, 
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Pi 
(2.5) 

Inserting (2.4) in (2.5), we immediately get the faailiar expression for the output 

wavelength 

*.-£;(»**')• (2.6) 

The spectral width of the emitted radiation can be calculated using a similar 

argument, thus getting 

k "2N' 
Similarly, for radiation emitted off-axis (see Fig. 1) wr find 

d- — -K,cosO'k0, 
Pt 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

which for small angles (see also Ref. [11]) yields 

* , - 2 ^ ( i ^ , * y V ] - (2.9) 

The above equation contains the dependence of the output wavelength on the electron 

«wrgy, undulator magnetic field and observation angle, or off-axis electron transit 

angle. 

Fig.l Interference of radiation emitted at an angle I to the axis in the far-field 
case. 

Let us now return to (2.2) and notice that #u-K/7 is the maximum deflection 
angle of the electron trajectory from tha undulator axis. The qualitative aspects of 
the undulator radiation depend strongly on the magnitude of the deflection angle 
compared to the natural opening angle 0,-1/7 of the synchrotron radiation. For K«l, 
f„«'(,and the radiation produced has rather simple properties which can be 
calculated In the so-called dipoi* regime. For K2l, the trajectory wiggles by more 
than the natural opening angle, thus leading to a more complicated radiation pattern 
(13J. 

We have also seen that che particle moves with a drift velocity 0tc along the 

z-axlf. According to Ref. [13] we define a Lorentz factor of drift motion 
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y « - - = = « ^ = = . (2 .10) 
si'Pi v ' l + K 2 

It i s useful for our purposes to investigate the particle oration in a frane F' which 
aoves with the drift velocity 0xc. 

The Lorentz transformation 

Z-y*(Z-/?«ct). f - y f t - ^ z ì P\-Pi ( 2 . I I ) 

yields 

Z - 0 . f - - ^ . (2.12) 
y* 

and the transverse components oscillate at a frequencey 

cu'-y*co. f t " . - ^ i - ( 2 1 3 ) 

Furthermore, the undulator moves in the -z' direction with a contracted period 
*'«"*«/7*- T1»8 transverse harmonic motion executed by the charged particle is, in 
this frame, an oscillating dipole emitting circularly polarized radiation right at 
the frequency «', with a large opening angle. Transforming back to the laboratory 
frame, the radiation becomes mainly confined in a cone with the direction of Z and an 
opening angle of 1/T*. The radiated spectrum consists of a single Doppler-shifted 
frequency in the laboratory frame and is given by (see also (2.6)) 

to' 2y2(Ott 
u>0- * — ~. (2.14) 

When K«l, the radiation Is mostly confined in the forward direction and the dipole 
appoximation is enough to clarify the main aspects of the emission process. When Kil, 
the analysis becomes more difficult and less intuitive. A significant amount of 
radiation can, in fact, be emitted off-axis. The radiation properties cannot be 
derived from the simple dynamics of a charged harmonic oscillator. Higher harmonic 
contributions may become important (see also Ref. [13]) and their generation can be 
clarified by an analysis of the emission in plane undulators with the field 
distribution given by (1.1) (see also Fig. 2 for the geometry of undulator 
radiation). For a not too strong field ( K « T ) , the particle trajectory is also easily 
Integrated and the transverse component is given by 

R^^<Trr>"s(;;z)-04 <2,5) 

where K-e<B2>1'2Xu/2nm0c
2 and <B2>1/2-B0/y2~ The longi tudina l v e l o c i t y i s 

4«/?c fi>sinÌr/)\ (2.16) 
0 , , - • - . . - • .-

which averaged over one undulator period yields the average longitudinal velocity 

drift 
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{'•£?)• 
The particle motion in the undulator is finally specified by 

„ (rr*. K (in \ n o, Ka>.. (4n X\ 
- V 2nfiy \k. J H 8n(0y)2 U . J) 

Also in this case, it is convenient to view the process in the fr. 

velocity (2.17), thus getting (at the lowest order in 7) 

( 2 . 1 7 ) 

( 2 . 1 8 ) 

moving with 

Fig.2 Geometry of undulator radiation. 

2 -

-2 

111H > 11H11 

K.2/V2 

K.0.4/V2 

r . i . . . . i . •• .! . . . . I . . . . I . 

1 -0 5 0 OS 1 

Fig.3 Notion of a particle in Che undulator seen in a moving frame. 



in 

KaX. 
z -

BKh+K*PV 
sin(2ou.t) 

; - ^ - 1 — Jcos(co.t). 
fiy \ 

(2 .19) 

resulting in the moving fraae in the following "figure eight" trajectory [13] (see 
Flf.3): 

,.» 5L_x..(i-!-!£V(!i:Yl (2.20) 

which gets broader the larger the value of K is. For K»l, the electron motion in F' 

Is • simple harmonic motion along the x-direction; thus the analysis already done for 

the helical undulator still holds. For fel. the 8-like motion can be decomposed into 

harmonic oscillations along x' with odd harmonics of the frequency y*ua and harmonic 

oscillations along z" with even harmonics of this frequency. The odd harmonics are 

therefore radiated In the z' direction, and the even in the x' direction. The 

transformation into the laboratory frame results in a radiation emitted mainly in the 

forward direction, but now only the odd harmonics are inside c cone of angle 1/T*. 

while the even harmonics are concentrated in a ring around it (see Ref.[13] and 

fit-*)-

MOVING FRAME LABORATORY FRAME 

ODD, 

Fig.4 Odd and even harmonic emission mechanism. 

The line shape of the radiated spectrum can also be derived using a heuristic 
argument. In fact, both in F' and in the laboratory frame, the emitted radiation 
consists of a wave train with N-periods; thus, due to the finite duration of the 
interaction, its spectral shape is given by the familiar form 

(llniV COp-CU 
(2.21) 

So far we have clarified (hopefully!) the emission and the higher harmonic 
generation mechanisms as due to a single particle. We have not considered the effects 
Induced by the real structure of the e-beam usually exhibiting finite energy spread 
and emittances. 

The frequency shift Induced by an electron moving with an energy slightly 

different from the nominal value can be directly evaluated from Eq.(2.6), thus 

getting 
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(?).•<?)• (2.22) 

If the e-beaa has an energy distribution, we can define an inhoaogeneous broadening 

of the radiated spectrua as the r.a.s. frequency shift over this distribution (see 

also Ref. [14]). For a Gaussian energy distribution with r.a.s. at, we get 

m.-m:>-m>-T'•>-. 
We therefore expect the peak intensity to be decreased by a certain aaount and the 

spectral width to get larger since the natural width coabines quadratically with the 

inhoaogeneous contribution (2.23), i.e.. 

Here ft, is defined by the ratio (ow/w)t*(ou/w)0~1 and aeasures the relevance of the 

Inhoaogeneous broadening contributions with respect to the natural broadening (2.7). 

In Fig.5 we report the on-axis eaitted spectrua for different values of pt and 

the expected behaviour is clearly displayed. The peak value of the spectrua vs /», is 

shown in Fig.6 and can be reproduced by the following siaple Lorentzian fora: 

Another two sources of inhoaogeneous broadening Bust be taken into account, naaely, 

the natural beaa divergence and transverse dimensions. As to the latter point, we 

ause emphasize that the field distributions (1.1) and (2.1) are valid only very close 

to the undulator axis and do not contain any inforaation on the transverse 

coordinates (x,y). When this dependence is properly included (see Ref.[14)), one 

realizes that a beaa with finite transverse dimensions explores regions with 

different B and thus with different K. Each electron therefore eaits at different 

wavelengths, thus resulting, according to the previous discussion, in a further 

inhoaogeneous broadening. A similar argument holds for the beaa divergence. 

Since the explicit calculation of the relevant inhoaogeneous broadenings is 

computationally rather troublesome, the interested reader is addressed to Ref. [14]; 

we quote the final result only: 

(àu>\ y2 , 

I "ST J, T I F 0 ' -

where ot and otJ are the r.m.s. of the angular and spatial distributions 

respectively. The terns hx y depend on the magnet geometry and obey the general 

relation 
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Fig. 5 Undulator radiation frequency spectrum vs p( 

0 0.10 0.20 0.30 
ft 

Flf.6 The peak value of the spontaneous emission spectrum vs nt. 

h , * h r - 2 . (2.27) 

Helical undulators, focussing in both vertical and radial directions have h^-hy-l, 

while linearly polarized undulators, e.g., with field parallel to the y-axis, defocus 

in the radial direction and focus in the vertical direction and have 

h„--fi, h„-2*d. (fi«l), (2.28) 

where S is a small sextupolar term along the x-dlrection (for flat wndulators £-0). 

For a matched beam, we can utilize the beam emittance defined as 

«•.,-2*0,,,*,., (2.29) 

and minimize the effect of the Inhomogeneous broadening by setting the transverse 

dimensions at 
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a.u. 
f(v.O./l)/MAX 

3 

2 

1 -

1 . _.l 1 

b) 

i i 

0 1 2 3 

Fl( . 7 (a) Effect of the emittance on the spectrua shape (p»-l. ^y-0); (b) Peak 
intensity vs M«~My for M,-0-

Fig.8 Ceonetry relevant to the near-field case. 

' \2\ht.Y\) \Kn2n) ' 

thus, finally getting an emittance inhonogeneous broadening given by 

K ye,.„ 
2|h,.J 

I- K 2 *. 

(2.30) 

(2.31) 

The relevance of enittance contributions to the emission process is fixed by 
^x,y(-(Aw/w)]ljy'(Aw/w)0'

1). In Fig.7 the effect of emittance on the line shape is 
shown for different px y. The broadening and consequent peak depression (also in this 
case reproduced by an almost Lorentzian form) become more significant with increasing 

In the introduction we have mentioned the NF effects due to the face that a 

detector collecting radiation off-axis, as in Fig.8, receives contributions from 

different angles while the electron is emitting in the undulator. The change in the 

file:///Kn2n
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viewing angle amounts to a change in the observed wavelength according to Eq. (2.9). 
The final result is, therefore, a further line broadening which can be easily 
evaluated from* 

(D Is specified in Fig.2.) 

As in the previous cases, the importance of Che NF effects will be fixed by che 
relevant p, namely, 

02L2 

* . " D T - ( 2 3 : 3 ) 

We therefore expect significant distortion when the radiation is viewed at 

y V * — T - 1 — ( l + K 2 ) . (2.34) 
2L2-D*. ' 

We must underline that when emittance is present, the NF effects can also be observed 

on-axis and, in this case, (2.33) can be written as 

fiw"2b ''"' (2.35) 

Within Chis respect, the NF effects may be viewed as an emittance enhancement of 
(l+LV^D2)1'2. However, due to the NF, the radiation pattern is similar to that due to 
the Fresnel diffraction and the FF condition can be viewed as the relevant 
Fraunhoffer limit [11]. 

3. DESCRIPTION OF THE CODE AND ANALYSIS OF THE NUMERICAL RESULTS 

The brightness, i.e., the energy radiated per unit frequency and per unit solid 
angle by an accelerated relativlstic electron is given by a well-known expression 
derived in Jackson [IS], 

d2 l e2 , r " n x [ ( n - £ ) x £ ] 

dtod/3 4nc J-. ( 1 - n • £)7 L V c /J 

where r,, fl-l/c(d/dt)j. and g-(d/dt)0 define the electron trajectory, n i* « "nit 
vector specifying the observation direction and R is the distance along this vector 
between the position of the electron and the observer (see Fig.9). A second term 
known as the "velocity field" should be added co the incegral in (3.1), usually 
designated as Che "acceleration field"**. The velocity field is usually neglected in 
the FF analysis since it varies as R'1. However, it is neglected in the present work 

* Note that 

60.-°-6, tf, 5—». 
0 D -L /2 ' D + I./2 

** Namely, 
(•>!)• 

/ . : 

- ( ! ! - £ ) ( I - /? 2 )c p „„ ( , . R / f ) r f t 

( 1 -Q -2 ) 7 R 
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Fig.9 Electron trajectory in the chosen reference frane. 

PARAMETER SETUP: UNDULATOR • 
e-BEAM ! 

NUMERICAL INTEGRATION ! 

; RANDOM EXTRACTION FOR 9 AND 4> IN THE 
' OBSERVATION SOLID ANGLE * 

GAUSSIAN EXTRACTION FOR THE 
ELECTRON INITIAL CONDITIONS AND 
TRAJECTORY INTEGRATION USING 

THE RUNGE-KUTTA METHOD 

! EVALUATION OF INTEGRAL (3 1 ) ! 
! USING THE SIMPSON METHOD f "» 

Fig. 10 Flow chare of the numerical code 

Coo. In fact, inverting the expression for Q. and fl derived in the previous section 
for both helical and linear undulators, it is readily shown that the velocity 
field term is snail compared to the s>. :eleration field integral, provided that 
R/* 0

> >^/T 2- Since we consider typical source distances-to-observer of the order of 
meters and undulator wavelengths of the order of centimeters, the second contribution 
nay still be safely neglected. The numerical code we discuss in this section does not 
pretent any conceptual complexity as it is based essentially on a direct integration 
of (3.1). As shown in the flow chart of Fig.10, the program consists of four main 
steps: 
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1) The first step contains the input data relevant to both the undulator and the 

e-bean parameters. 

2) The second step is necessary whenever the spectra are to be integrated on a 

given solid angle. 

3) In the third step, a Runge-Rutta integration of the electron trajectories is 

performed for both helical and linear undulators. To model inhomogeneous 

broadening effects, electrons are selected at random from a Gaus.ian 

distribution (in position, angle and energy) and the brightness of individual 

radiating electrons is finally added.* • 

ft) The final step provides the integration of the integral (3.1), using the 

Simpson method. 

The results of the code are now briefly summarized. 

a) Spectral brightness: the homogeneous case 

Figures 11 show three-dimensional pictures of the spectral brightness for both 

Kelically and linearly polarized undulators with K-1. Figure Lia is relevant to the 

helical undulator and the previously discussed fact that on-axis only the fundamental 

harmonic is radiated is clearly displayed. Figure lib shows the brightness of linear 

undulator': unlike the helical case, odd harmonics are present on-axis (see the 

discussion of the previous section). The pictures also display the spectrum 

dependence on the azimuth angle 4- An idea of the angular dependence of the spectra 

is given in Figs. 12 where the peak of the first three harmonics from a linear 

undulator with K-0.5 is plotted vs y$. The dotted line is the result of an analytical 

computation based on the Bessel function method [12]. The disagreement between the 

two predictions is remarkable and its origin should be clarified. The radiation field 

Integral is indeed usually replaced with 

— I P(nxnxg)e"'<,*,,,e)dt|2 (3.2) 
4nc Jo 

and this approximation is strictly valid if £(0) is parallel to Q or the frequency is 

a multiple of** 

„ , . ' ? ( T - Ì - V (3.3) 
' 2 / r ( l - < / ? f > n I ) T V <P,>i) 

For general off-axis points and frequencies, Eq. (3.1) must be used (see also Ref. 

[9]). We must, however, underline that the agreement is always very good for the 

helical case, while for plane undulators it tends to disappear with increasing values 

of K and of the azimuth. 

b) Inhomogeneous broadening effects 

In the previous subsection, we qualitatively discussed the effect of energy 

spread and «mittances on the undulator brightness. In this subsection we present a 

quantitative analysis. 

* No coherence among the electrons has been assumed. 

** T is the time required for the electron to traverse one period. 
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Fig.Ila Spectral brightness three-dimensional plot and the radiation emitted in a 
helical undulator vs r-w/27Iwu and yt. 

K.I 
N.5 
*.0 

rig.lib Spectral brightness three-dimensional plot and the radiation emitted in a 
linear undulator vs r-w/272wu and y0. 
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Fig.lie Spectral brightness three-dimensional plot of the radiation emitted in a 
linear undulator (five periods, K-l) vs r and 7#(f-w/2). 

1 
1 
I • 1 
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mf • 
J • 1 m 

h i 
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K .05 
• • 0 

% • 
% \ % % • 

V 
. > S ^ V - L 

b) 

0.4 0.1 1.2 1.6 2.0 
1» 

Fig.12 Maximum brightness vs y9 for che first three harmonics from a linear 
undulator with K-0.5. (l0-16«0/c(e7

2N)2] 

The on-axis spectral brightness of a linear undulacor is shown in Fig.13 for 
both homogeneous (dotted line) and inhomogeneous cases with Che parameters specified 
in the caption. A strong depression and shape distortion of the higher harmonics is 
evident. The remarkable presence of an even harmonic on-axis (absolutely forbidden in 
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the homoegeneous case) must also be stressed. The catastrophic e f fect of the 
inheawgeous broadening Is finally shown in Fig. 14 referring to a s i tuat ion in which 
a l l the it's are equal to unity. 

H-' 

u.tia 

0.04 

003 

04)2 

001 

n 

1 T 1 

1 ' 
f 

t ! 
-

i 
i 

. 1 I , ' L, 

i 1 r 

/ / 
I . I . J . 

— , — i i ' i 

j I/I 
\ 

i 

> 
i 
i 
i 

• 

k ; 
0.4 0.8 1.2 16 2.0 

Fig.13 Spectral brightness vs r. Inhonogeneously broadened regime. Linear undulator 
parameters : X -5 cm, K-l, N-20. Beam parameters: «r-O.OOl (p,-0.08); « -6* 
mm mrad (j^-O.OS); e -2w ma mrad (j»-0.20); T-39.14 (20 MeV). Observer/undu-
lator distance: S-100 m, yl-O.O, 4-0.0. (dotted line/homogeneous regime) 

- I -
. 0.04 -

Fig.14 Spectral brightness vs r. Inhomogeneously broadened regime. Linear undulacor 
parameters: Au-5 era, K-l, N-20. Bean parameters: a -0.0125 ( M , - D ; «,-76 
no mrad (p_-l); <y-10 mm mrad (ji.-l); 7-39.14 (20 MeV). Observer/undulator 
distance: S-100 m, 7#-0.0, ^-0.0. (dotted 1 ine/homogeneous regime) 
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Finally, in Fig. 15, we show the effect of inhomogeneous broadening on the 

on-axis brightness of a 20-period K-l helical undulator. The picture is 

self-explanatory and no further comments are needed. Further remarks are made in the 

next section. 

Fig.15 Spectral brightness vs r. Inhomogeneously broadened regime. Helical 
undulator parameters: Au-5 cm, K-l, N- 20. Beam parameters: «,-0.0125 (««.-l); 
c,-U mm mrad (M.-D; < T - U mm mrad <ji-1) ; 7-39.14 (20 MeV). Observet/undu-
lacor distance: S-100 m, 7C-O.0, 0-0.0. (dotted line/homogeneous regime) 

c) NF effects 

The numerical results so far presented are valid in the hypothesis that the 

observer Is placed very far from the source. The FF condition amounts to requiring 

(see Fig.9 and the discussion of the previous subsection) that the unit vector Q, 

defining the direction from which the emitted radiation is observed. 

S-r(t) 
n - z- . 

|S-r(t)| (3.4) 

Is time independent ( |£|»|r.(t) | ). 

The inclusion of the n-vector time dependence in the numerical code does not 

present any difficulty (see Ref.[12]). The effect of finite source/observer distance 

is shown In Fig.16 where the off-axis brightness of a linear undulator (70-0.5) Is 

reported for different distances of the hypothetical detector from the undulator. In 

this case, at a distance of eight undulator lengths, the spectrum takes the FF 

configuration. The shape distortion similar to the Fresnel pattern, as well as the 

peak reduction, are remarkable. 

As already mentioned, when the inhomogeneous broadening due to the emitCanee is 

active, we can expect the NF brightness distortion to be on axis too. This fact can 

be Inferred from Figs. 17 which show the distance dependence of the on-axls spectrum 

for the third harmonic of a linear undulator. 
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Fig.16 Frequency plot of the linear undulator spectral brightness at different 
observer/undulator distances (70-0.5). 

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

In the proceeding sections we have seen that the undulator brightness may be 
affected by several parameters where the effect does not have separated functions. 
Both energy spread and emittances distort the spectrum line shape, reduce Che peak 
Intensity and broaden its width. Supposing, however, that the undulator magnetic 
field is almost ideal and also that the beam is injected on-axis, Che presence of, 
e.g., a second on-axis harmonic in a plane undulator spectrum is the clear signature 
that an lnhomogeneous broadening due to the emittance is active. Conversely, its 
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Flf.17 Spectral brightness vs r. Inhomogeneously broadened regime. Linear 
undulator parameters: A -5 cm, K-l N-20. Beam parameters: JI,-O.08; p.-0.08; 
M--0.20; 7-29.14 (20 MeV). (a) Observer/undulator distance: S-100 m, 
7V-O.O, ^-0.0. (dor.ted 1 ine/homogeneous regime), (b) S-l.5 m 

absence and a more or less significant distortion of the first harmonic may indicate 
that the emission process is dominated by the energy spread. Surprisingly, we have 
found that the trend (2.25) is reproduced by the numerical computation and that for a 
larger range of M, a better agreement can be obtained using the following relation: 
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Fig.18 First harmonic brightness for a linear undulator lyS-0): (a) ji„-/iy-0.1 ; (b) 
fVPy-0.3; (e) pt-itr-0.1. 

d'i A0e 
O.0*vJ 

du>d ««•W-ff^Hrfi- <"•"' 
(4.1) 

where A0 is the homogeneous brightness. Denoting with At the measured inhomogeneous 

brightness, the energy spread can be obtained inverting (VI), namely,* 

l.li" A 0-A, I 
' • * 4 N [ A , - 0 . I AoJ 

i/j 

(4.2) 

* Equation (4.2) holds for »,«3. 
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Fig.19 Electron trajectory in a measured undulator field (uncompensed) and the 
relevant on-axis spectrum. On-axis spectrum relevant to an uncompensed 
undulator. 

Fig.20 Same as Fig.19 for a compensed undulator. 

A simple scaling relation can be found for inhomogeneous broadening dominated 

by omittances. This is Indeed the case of Fig.18 where the on-axis brightness of the 

1st harmonic of a plane undulator is shown for different values of nx-py-n. A 

relation similar to (4.1) can be written down (*»<!):* 

"'I ,u*»f .Aotl+0.627,1'] (4.3) 

I.i principle the emittance can, therefore, be inferred using an argument similar to 

that leading to Eq. (4.2). 

* Equation (4.3) is Just an example and should not be understood as a general 
scaling relation for brightness vs emittance. 
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When both energy spread and emittances affect the brightness, the situation is 

much nore complicated. Scaling relations of the type (4.1,3) are still available (see 

Ref.[16]), but if M,t*MT. Che peak of at least three harmonics should be measured to 

get information on ot and cs y. 

For the sake of conciseness, we cannot discuss the problems associated with a 

nonideal undulator magnetic field. The interested reader is therefore addressed to 

Refs. [12,17]. As an example only, we include Fig.19 which reports the spectra from 

the experimental field map of the permanent magnet undulator of the ENEA-Frascati FEL 

experiment (18). The poor quality of the spectrum shape displayed in Fig. 19 is due to 

the fact that the undulator field is not suitably compensed. Figure 20 is, on the 

other hand, relevant to the case of a compensed undulator and the spectrum shape is 

very close to the ideal case. 
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